Join us for a special student presentation of “Finding Hope in the Great Depression”, brought to you in cooperation with Imaginary High School's Junior/Senior American History Class. Refreshments will be served at 6:30 p.m. in the Main Lobby, as Special Guest Speaker Andrea Giant opens the program with an introduction to the Great Depression era. You will then be invited to tour our diverse array of exhibit stations—a collection of imagination inspired by our library’s resources. At 8:30 p.m., Ms. Giant will announce the awardees for this year’s “Best in Class”.

Exhibit Stations
- Main Lobby: View the artistic interpretations of the Great Depression on canvas, in photographs, and in sculpture
- Computer Lab: Explore Web pages, blogs, and wikis created by the students to share their research with the world
- Reading Room: Listen and learn while the writers offer their reflections in the form of poetry, short stories, and plays
- Recreation Room: Watch as the story of the Great Depression unfolds in a variety of short films and video presentations